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ABNER FREESTANDING SHOWER PANEL

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Before installing, read entire installation instructions. Observe all local building and safety codes.

Service at 1.855.715.1800. If you need assistance or have questions while installing your shower panel, contact 
Customer Service.

Hardware accepts no liability for any damage to the shower, installation surface, or for personal injury during installation.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

INSTALLATION

1. Attach the shower column to the tray with the assembly hardware provided.
 
2. Connect the water inlet hose on the bottom of the panel to the water supply. 

3. 

4. Thread the shower head onto the arm and hand-tighten.
 
5. 
 seconds to clear out debris and dirt. If leakage occurs, tighten connections with your adjustable wrench as necessary. 

If problems persist, contact Customer Service at 1-866-855-2284.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE 

shower or shower tray with any acidic soaps or detergents. After use, rinse with clean water and wipe dry to remove any 
-

door shower, remove hard-soled shoes prior to stepping onto the shower tray. 

Drill Adjustable Wrench
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Note: Make sure to winterize your outdoor shower before cold weather arrives to prevent burst pipes and protect the 
shower’s hardware. 
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WINTERIZING

1.  Locate the shutoff valves for the outdoor shower 
unit.  Turn off the shower’s water supply.

2.  Disconnect the supply lines from the back of the 
shower unit using the adjustable wrench.

3.  Remove the shower head if possible. 

4. Open the valve to the HOT position.

5. Insert the air blower from the air compressor into 
the HOT inlet hose.  Blow compressed air into the 
hose until no more water comes out of the shower 
head.
NOTE:  The hoses may differ from your installation.  

6. Open the valve to the COLD position.

7. Insert the air blower from the air compressor into 
the COLD inlet hose.  Blow compressed air into the 
hose until no more water comes out of the shower 
head.
NOTE:  The hoses may differ from your installation.  

8. As a final check, place the  temperature selector 
in the middle range.
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9. Insert the air blower tool from the air com-
pressor into the COLD inlet hose as shown in 
Step 5.  Blow compressed air into the hose until 
no more water comes out of the shower head.
Repeat for the HOT inlet hose. 

 When no more water comes out of the shower 
head, winterizing is complete.

10.  Replace shower head if previously 
removed.
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